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Sky Erikson, twenty-one-year-old goody, goody finally leaves her cruel life behind her and move in with her
older sister Lake, the only other person who knows the hell she lived in.

She knew her sister lived with a couple of guys from a band she manages ‘Risen Knights,’ but when she
accidentally meets Dominic, the lead guitarist of the band-well more like meeting him when being on all
fours with her ass in the air, she wasn’t expecting to feel this electric pull towards him.

Dominic is a player, but when he meets her in his kitchen on the floor, her tight ass in front of his face he
knew he wanted her, but finding out she is Lake’s younger sister was one thing, but finding out she is a
virgin is another. Dominic only has one rule and that’s never to sleep with a virgin.

He tries to keep his distance but after their lead singer doesn’t show up to a gig, Sky takes her spot, in doing
so he starts to see her in a new light. Seeing a side to her he never expected.

Now being spotted and offered an opportunity of a lifetime, the catch being Sky has to be their new lead
singer.

Life as a rock star wasn’t in her plans but how could she say no?

Now having life in the spotlight, feelings get stronger, new people trying to pull them a part, the past waiting
to destroy it all.

New adult contemporary romance with mature content. Recommended for 17+ due to mature language and
adult situations.
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From Reader Review In The Spotlight: A Rockstar Romance for
online ebook

Jen Wildner says

Yes!! I loved this book! I read a lot so my standards are set pretty high. Ms. Ostle went far and beyond those!
I was sucked into this book and couldn't put it down. There was an element of suspense throughout the entire
story, which I wasn't expecting! Sky is a timid, shy girl who is innocent and learning how to live her life. So
whenever she moves in with her sister things get interesting for Sky. She is thrown into the middle of an up
and coming rock band. Not only is she living with her sister but two other band members are there. Dominic
is drawn to her right away but is told to steer clear, Sky couldn't handle his womanizing ways. But there's
something there, a connection, a spark, something that keeps Sky and Dominic together. They are
inseparable as friends, only. Sky finds a guy and Dominic continues his womanizing ways, but why can't
they get the other out of their mind? I loved all the emotions that were pulled out of me while I read this
book. Hope, love, betrayal, suspense, and super sexy parts, it has it all!! I was shocked to find out how Sky
ended up living with her sister. And of course her knight in shining armor saves her from a life of pain and
sadness. I wish I could give this book more than 5 stars, it definitely deserves it! I can't wait to read more
from this talented author!

Shari Kay says

I'm so over this shite I can't tell you!

https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...

Frances Latimer says

J. L. Ostle has outdone herself again, right from the start i was hooked, i found that i couldnt put the book
down and honestly i didnt want to either.
Dominic is a bad boy but that is all part of his charm, if i met him i definitely wouldnt be turning him away. I
also love how she managed to get one of my favourite actors and two of my favourite programmes in there
making it seem like it was designed just for me.
Thank you for another brilliant read and i look forward to your next endevour.

Clarke says

1 Stars. So I knew going in that the author was overly descriptive and spent most of the story telling vs
showing. I was also wiling to put up with the some of the other story snags readers complained about. I
thought I could put up with it because I really liked the description. I was wrong. I didn't make it past the
first chapter. I might have survived longer but I just read another book when the author did the same thing.
Set up a scene don't describe things to death. Part of reading is using your imagination. Please let me use it.
DNF loc 147.



Pea says

I rarely get to the end of a book that I don't like and therefore I don't rate it, especially if I didn't read at least
60% of it. But this one I finished and I don't like my rating but I try to be honest with my reviews and
therefore the one star.

The book didn't start bad. At the beginning I thought this will be a 3stars-rating, but towards the end there
were more and more things that annoyed me:
- The heroine is uber naive (borderline to stupid).
- There was too much "whoring" around by H and h.
- The book is about musicians but the band doesn't have own songs. They published almost two albums but
in the whole story they do only covers of older songs.
- The book was too packed with information and at the end the balance between the time and the plot didn't
work for me (5 months is too short to going from "virgin in every way" to "this is the love of my life" and in
the meantime to fool around with another girl and have a relationship with another guy and I only refer with
this statement to her love life without mentioning her family and the band).

I could go on and on but I think this are good enough reasons to justify my rating.

Jackie says

I totally could not put this book down! Love loved loved it!!

monica ? says

3.5 Stars

I just can't resist a rock star romance. So when I saw this book and its synopsis, I knew I had to read this.

It started out really good. I love the 'forbidden' kinda love stories. But it really wasn't like what I expected. In
the middle of the story I found it pretty boring. The heroine, Sky was too naïve.

And then there were her crazy and controlling parents. God seriously they were psychos! Who the fuck made
their own blood like a sex slave?!
They really pissed me off!

The ending was good, but wasn't really satisfied me.

It wasn't a very great rock star romance I've read so far, but hey! At least this book finally got me out of my
reading slump. So it's a good thing that I read this book ;)



Julie says

Rock me softly !!!

I love a good rock and roll love story and Sky and Dominic's story doesn't disappoint. Their story is sweet
and lacks the usual sexual down and dirty details but, is still captivating. The good girl, bad boy rocker
theme has been used to death but, Ms Ostle has found a way to breathe life into this over used theme. This
book leaned more towards PG 13 but, if you are looking for a well told story, then this is the book for you.
Great Read!!!!

K says

This story has an interesting storyline and a diverse cast of characters. Sky is a shy girl who gets the chance
of a lifetime when she becomes the lead singer of the Risen Knights. Dominic is the lead guitarist who just
can't stay away from her. An enjoyable book that you won't be able to put down.

Alex ? says

Disgusting manwhore.
Heroine saw him with OWs, even witnessed as OW gave him bj.
What a girl/woman would wanna be with such as*hole?
Disrespectful toward female gender.

Liz says

I must admit I have a soft spot for rock star romances. There is just something about them and J.L. Ostle
truly captured this in this book for me. In The Spotlight was my first J.L. Ostle book and I can say it will not
be my last.

Wanting a fresh start, Sky Erikson, decides to move forward. Step one is moving in with her sister. What she
did not expect? Little does she know her sister has some very interesting roommates! When she meets
Dominic, the lead singer of the band her sister manages, she makes quite the impression!

Sparks fly between them, but Dominic is not a one-woman man and Sky comes with one little complication
he does not want or need in his life.

Then Dominic needs Sky's helps and all of a sudden, you see a different side of Sky. Quickly becoming
friends, they begin to get too close for comfort.

Now Sky finds herself in the spotlight with a life full of complications. She wants it all, but at what cost? It is
definitely worth the read to find out.

J.L. Ostle gives us a contemporary romance that definitely pulled me in and added a bit of unexpected that



draws you right in.

Happy reading!

Radiant says

Sky Erikson, twenty-one-year-old goody, goody finally leaves her cruel life behind her and move in with her
older sister Lake, the only other person who knows the hell she lived in.

She knew her sister lived with a couple of guys from a band she manages ‘Risen Knights,’ but when she
accidently meets Dominic, the lead guitarist of the band-well more like meeting him when being on all fours
with her ass in the air, she wasn’t expecting to feel this electric pull towards him.

Enjoyable Read..Loved Sky and Dom's Story.

Melissa King says

I have been reading J.L. Ostle books since her very first book came out and In the Spotlight was actually the
best book that she has written so far. Once you open the first page and start reading you will not be able to
stop till the very last page.

Sky Emeraldson is shy, quiet and keeps to herself but she is ready to be more independent at twenty-one. She
is on her way to go live with her sister,Lake. Where she will finally be away from her controlling parents and
the hell she lived in.

When she accidently meets Dominic for the first time in embarrassing position, she is caught off guard by
electric pull towards him.
She knew that her sister lived with some guys from a band that she manages Risen Knights, but she didn't
think that she would be attracted to one of them.

Dominic is the lead guitarist in the band and when he walks into his kitchen to see Sky bent over on the
kitchen floor. He knew he wanted her immediately but finding out she was Lake’s sister was one thing but
finding out she was a virgin was a totally different thing. He only has one rule he doesn't sleep with virgins.

Dominic is trying to keep his distance but when their lead singer doesn’t show up for a gig. Lake talks Sky
into taking her place and he gets to see a side of her that he never expected.

Opportunity of Life happens when the band offered a contract, the only catch is the want Sky as the new lead
singer.

Living in the spotlight with Dominic their feelings have grown closer but their is someone new trying to get
close to Sky and someone in the past wanting to destroy it all.

You need to read this wonderful written story that is filled with suspense and romance. Like I stated before



this is her best written book. I look forward to reading what J.L. Ostle comes up with next.

I received a complimentary copy in exchange for an honest review. Review was given by Melissa K.

Coco.V says

?FREE on iBooks today (10/24/18)!?

Christine says

2.5 Stars

Mediocre writing. The story and characters for me were forgettable. Nothing that really stuck out.


